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During the 40th anniversary Convention in Okinawa
The Elohim’s Message says: ‘We created you in our image, and we give you at the
same time the same religion as the one we have’.
When you meditate to feel infinity, to be in harmony with infinity, the Elohim
are doing it in exactly the same way. The Elohim always meditate with the symbol in
order to feel infinity. They couldn’t give us a more beautiful gift. They gave us not only
their understanding of how you can create life, but, how you can have the best possible
harmony, by feeling infinity. That’s the beauty of the Message.
The beauty of the message is that it talks to our understanding, it talks to our intelligence. But there is something more important than intelligence. Intelligence is something which helps us think, and when we think we can be very sad. Thinking doesn’t
bring happiness. What brings happiness is feeling, being, feeling infinity, outside and
inside. That is their gift, the most beautiful gift of the Elohim. Throughout the history
of humanity, we couldn’t have something more beautiful than the gift of the feeling of
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Editorial

The 40th anniversary of the first encounter has
been an occasion to reflect on all what we have
achieved collectively under the precious guidance
of Maitreya and we can be proud and celebrate.
Our structure is strong and the enthusiasm of the
pioneers and of the newcomers reflect our capacity
to cover the few more years that are needed before
the arrival of our Creators.
It is also a time to harvest the fruit of our
collective work like we will do on the opening
of the Clitoraid hospital that is scheduled on
March 7th. From everywhere on the Raelian
Planet members have put energy, creativity, fun
into collecting the $400,000 that were needed
for the construction. I could see the small amount
of money collected here and there, coming from
booths in sex expos, stands in various fairs, private
parties. We had so many stories, moving ones like
when a woman would discover that she could
be repaired thanks to our standing in the street
with the Clitoraid flyers, sad ones like when some
members were evicted from a premise just because
the owner discovered that the Clitoraid staff was
mainly Raelian. In the course of the 7 years that
we have operated, we received unconditional
support by many and have been despised by
others, which is exactly what we are meant to do.
Our mission is to disturb and induce changes and
the one that is about to happen in Burkina Faso
is shaking a lot of conservative establishment in
Kama and in the world. No one has dared to
offer a new clitoris to all these mutilated women
but Maitreya! The Pleasure Hospital is the proof
of our determination to stop barbarism and to
bring awareness on the right of the women to
have pleasure, a taboo subject that had to be
addressed.

infinity. People believe it’s necessary to “understand”. Understanding science is very important, but “feeling”, feeling oneness, with everything around you, everything inside
you, this is the most beautiful gift of the Elohim.
Understanding brings us science, which is very good, but feeling, through sensual meditation, brings us happiness. Like they say in Asia, you have the Ying and the
Yang, you have knowledge and happiness. That’s why everyday of our life we must say:
“Thank you Elohim, thank you for this time together, thank you for these 40 years of...
hard work.” 40 years ago I was alone. Imagine yourself alone, you met the Elohim, you
have the Message - alone - … Imagine… It’s you… Imagine if it happened to you…
What will you do? I knew then that I would find you. I “knew” and I did find you. We
are now together, because I accepted this mission 40 years ago, and I am very happy of
the results.
I’m very happy and very proud to have brought together such fantastic people.
Please enjoy every minute of this convention. In this room are gathered the most extraordinary people on Earth…
Most of the 7 billion people on Earth are sleepwalkers. But you, you are awake.
Very few people are awake. This is a sleeping planet, a zombie planet. They are sleeping,
their brain is sleeping, like robots. That’s why you have Fukushima, because they don’t
think. You have in Japan many earthquakes, many tsunamis, but they built a nuclear
plant in front of the ocean! Wow! They are sleeping! They don’t use their brain. If they
had used their brain they would have decided to build that plant on the mountain.
Instead they decided to have it in front of the ocean.
Sleepwalkers, they are not awake. If they were thinking a few seconds, just through
their consciousness, they would never have done that. It is the same problem everywhere. The air we breathe is polluted, the rivers are polluted, the ocean is polluted. They
are not awake, and it’s happening now. We must be careful with what we eat, what is
inside, they put poison in our food. This is this planet, nobody is awake. If the Raelians
were in power on Earth, that would never happen. So very few people are conscious,

You may want to send your love and healing
wishes to all the women who will be operated on,
starting on March 3rd... 5 women a day for 2
weeks thanks to our generous doctors ,Dr Bowers
and Dr Henning...
A special thank you to Yael, Lamane,Banemanie
and their team who are busy full time preparing
for the opening..
You will read report on the opening ceremony
with the First Lady of Burkina Faso on site and
Maitreya ‘s speech through internet, on the next
issue of Contact.
Till then, stay amazing!
With love, bb
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aware, that this planet needs no army, no nuclear bombs, no Fukushima… but love, peace, harmony, teaching of meditation in
every school, teaching of peace, making Gandhi a hero instead of Napoleon, or Gengis Khan!
Who cares about Julius Caesar, and the likes. They are considered as heroes, great conquerors like Alexander the Great! They
are all bullshit, full of shit! And we give them as example to children. Great examples should be: Gandhi, Lao Tzu. It should be
the great philosophers, who always were thinking about peace, love, and harmony.
So 40 years ago, I received this mission. I have been wondering what was the motivation which pushed me to accept it,
quitting the job I loved, quitting my family, and accepting to go around the world to find, “you”. What pushed me? I remember I
was alone, and I was still young, so I was “thinking” at this time. I was like the sculpture of the “Thinker,” you know? I was alone,
and people around me, when I was telling them my story, were laughing.
But I knew, I “felt” that you existed and I said to myself: “I will find them”. I will spread the message, and I will see, if they
do exist these people, if you existed. I spoke, on TV, and I received thousands of letters of people who said: “I want to help you.”
And I thought ok, they “do” exist. Some stupid people around me can laugh, but somewhere, in the world, there are people who
are waiting for that, they are hungry for the truth, they are ready to move, they are ready to travel, and to help me welcome the
Elohim. Then you came one by one and we are now together, like the cells of a body in the womb of the mother growing slowly,
two, four, eight, sixteen. That’s the baby growing in the mother womb. It is the same for the Raelians, and now the baby is beautiful. I see a beautiful baby, you are the cells of this baby. You are the future of humanity. Remember, without you, the Raelians, I
repeat, without you the Raelians, there is no future for humanity. You are here with me, to save humanity.

Knowledge vs experience - Orgasm and enlightenment
Everything is organized with the sky for this celebration as today, in Rael Science was published one of the most important articles of the year. Maybe the most
important article of the century: scientists come with a new theory which replaces
the Big Bang theory.
This theory says: “It looks like there was no big bang, but that the universe is
eternal.” There are no better gifts than that on this 40th anniversary. Slowly the scientists say, finally: “It cannot have a start and an end, it is infinite.” And this piece of
news is out on December 13th, perfect! Thank you, Elohim. That’s a big scientific
revolution, and slowly they are forced to accept the truth that, we Raelians, have
known for 40 years. We are lucky, we know so many things that people will discover
slowly after many, many, many more years. We are so lucky! We know things that
even the most advanced scientists on Earth don’t know yet. We know things about
science, that are so advanced that most advanced scientists on the Earth will know
it after many, many, many years. It is true also in philosophy, meditation, human
values, we know things also that are much, much, much more advanced! Thanks to
Elohim, the Message gave us the most beautiful gift we can imagine. Of course the
scientific explanations in the Message are interesting, but what is more interesting,
is what it can change in our lives, as knowledge and scientific knowledge doesn’t
bring happiness, not more than having things…
Having things, many houses, many cars doesn’t bring happiness. Knowing
things doesn’t bring happiness either. You can be a billionaire, very rich, and want
to kill yourself. You can also be a doctor with a high diploma, and scientific knowledge and still want to kill yourself. Knowing and having don’t bring you happiness.
What brings happiness is to be, to be! And you reach that state through meditation. When you are, “you are”. And to “be” you
must stop thinking. Your mind is always worrying about things. The most beautiful teaching of the Elohim is not knowledge.
Knowledge is beautiful, yes, we like it, but it’s not number one.
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The number one teaching is - how it can change our life to become happy. Imagine if the Elohim had given us only the
Message about the explanations on how they created us. It’s interesting, exciting, but it cannot change your life. What can change
your life, is what you can change in your everyday behavior and thought. This knowledge is infinitely more powerful than the
knowledge of scientific values. Of course scientific knowledge will slowly merge with the philosophical teachings. More and
more we have understanding, scientific understanding of what meditation does inside the brain. In this way science is useful to
help improve the happiness of humanity. But the scientific knowledge of the value of the meditation, the scientific explanation
with electroencephalogram, EEG, or with any scientific research which proves how powerful meditation is for the brain, is just
knowledge. In other words, just knowing, thanks to science - which is good-, why meditation is good, and what meditation does
in the brain, it’s very good, but it’s not meditation, it’s just knowledge, and it doesn’t make you happy. It’s like the pleasure to
walk, or to make love, to have an orgasm, it’s great… But if you read a study about what orgasm is, it doesn’t give you an orgasm.
You can read the very advanced research of what is orgasm, which muscle, which neurons are involved in orgasm, that’s great but
it doesn’t give you pleasure.
No scientist will read the report about how orgasm works and suddenly have an orgasm. It doesn’t work. You have to stop
reading and experience it.
I want to insist on the similarity between orgasm and meditation, the similarity between orgasm and enlightenment.: It’s
good to know it exists, it doesn’t damage anyone to learn the process, it’s good to understand what’s happening, but you have
to experience it. This enlightenment of the consciousness through meditation, is very similar to orgasm. But an orgasm is very
short, while the orgasm of the brain through meditation, can last for a very long time. It can even be a permanent state. Imagine,
an orgasm which can last all day long. Exciting, isn’t? That’s what meditation can bring you, when you reach the state of buddha,
where every second, every heart beat, every breathing, is part of a global orgasm. Learning is just intellectual. Doing it, is meditation. Reaching it, is enlightenment. Like in sexuality, learning is good, doing it is better, and reaching orgasm is the top. So when
you practice meditation, you train your brain to stay in a permanent state of orgasm, a spiritual orgasm, where you feel oneness,
where you feel connected to everything and nothing. That’s the key.
But if you really have experienced a good orgasm, that’s exactly what you feel, when you have a cosmic orgasm, you feel
connected with everything. Suddenly for those of you who are lucky enough to have experienced this type of sexual orgasm, suddenly your body is not limited, you become one with your partner, not only with your partner but with everything… Suddenly
in your brain you feel the galaxies, the molecules, everything. I hope everybody in this room could, at least one time, experience
this sexual orgasm, and you don’t need a
partner to do it. You can do it even better
with masturbation. That’s something the
Catholic people cannot, because they feel
guilty to masturbate.
But Raelians have no guilt. Remember, your best partner is your hand. Nobody can feel you as much as your right
hand, or left hand, if you are left handed.
Nobody, not one partner in the universe
can be as good as your hand, because you
feel directly this climbing towards the orgasm which connects you to everything
and nothing. Suddenly, you “are”, without
the verb “to be”. When you say: “I am”
without saying it… When you feel “I am”
without thinking it. To be, to feel, without any word or any concept. That’s what
meditation also will bring you, in the same
way as sexual orgasms do, very similar.
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This is the most beautiful gift the Elohim gave us. That’s where we can feel the love of the Elohim. They give us the way, the
key for happiness, nothing more beautiful. Not every Raelian is a scientist, not every Raelian can have a good understanding of
what is the DNA, or genes, or chromosomes. It’s very difficult and complicated, maybe you don’t want to understand. But every
Raelian can feel, if you really let it be. If you really do the meditation, which I hope you do every morning, then slowly you reach
this level of permanent spiritual orgasm.
The true religiosity is not something happening in a church or a temple, it’s happening inside yourself. I was reading another
interesting article this morning on Rael science about the octopus. It is a very interesting animal, because it has its brain in the
head, but the brain continues in the legs, they have neurons in the head and in the legs. They discovered that each leg in a way
has its own life, makes its own decisions, but always in harmony with the other legs and with the brain.
They compare it to a “cloud computer”, or to a connective computer organization. It’s beautiful, but even if we don’t have
the neurons in our legs, we have the same thing, because in all our body there is this collaboration. There’s no competition, there
is no competition between the brain and the foot, but collaboration. We are one. My feet know that they need to support my
brain. My feet and my legs know that by dancing I make my brain happy. The way I move, I move my consciousness, so all my
body feels it is one, and I move and I dance and I talk to make you happy.
So, you are an extension of my brain, and your love makes me more powerful to spread the Message of Elohim. So, I am also
an extension of your brain, and like the octopus, maybe I’m the brain, maybe you are the legs, and we try to cover the Earth with
all our legs, and spread the love and light of Elohim. Feel it, we have been doing it for 40 years, and slowly the Raelian octopus
is covering the Earth, everywhere, and we shall overcome.
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The United States of ex-colonized countries
Yesterday Kama counted 128 transmissions. China had around 50.
This is something interesting to think about. While the Raelian population is aging in the Western countries, many young people are joining in
Asia and Kama. I think this is very interesting. The Message was given to
a white man in a white country, that’s the place of birth of the Message.
But I’m not surprised that the growth and development of the Movement, is now more powerful in Asia and Africa, the two areas of the world
which are the future of humanity. Asia plus Africa represent more than
50% of humanity, much more than half of humanity. France is only 1%
of humanity, they are a thing of the past. Even Americans are so small,
350 million human beings, so small compared to Asia and Africa. But the
white people keep this colonialist mind that they must rule the world. It’s
not true anymore.
They are trying to create conflicts everywhere, and war - Divide to conquer. They try to push Japan and China to have a war.
They will try to push every African country to fight each other, because if there is peace, the ex-colonial countries will become
dwarves. The colonial powers: France, England, Spain, Portugal and a little bit Holland, on the map of the world are like a post
stamp, so small, and they conquered all the world. That’s incredible, and the white people are so afraid of Asians, they have a
saying, they talk about “the yellow peril », hinting that the yellow people are very dangerous, that they will dominate and invade
the world… which never happened.
Japan has no foreign colonies, China has no foreign colonies. It was never in the mind of Asian people to conquer other
countries. It was the same for Africa before the white colonialism. There were many little kingdoms in Africa, some times they
had little conflicts, but never big wars. They were living in harmony and without the idea of going somewhere to conquer and
colonise every part of the world. So Africa and Asia are very similar, and you know, in Europe they don’t love the truth about the
wonderful Chinese civilization. The French are so angry that they want to be the first to discover everything. But it’s not true.
Chinese explorers went around the world a long time before Magellan and every navigator of Europe. They were sending ships,
not with armies, but with gifts. A long time before the white people, they went to America, to Africa, and brought gifts to other
populations. They received gifts from other populations as well to have good friendship everywhere in the world, centuries and
centuries before the Europeans “discovered” the world. That’s true for everything… the Chinese invented paper, a long time before Europe, printing as well, gun powder, but they used it for fireworks, not for weapons. Europeans took the powder that they
used for fireworks, and made guns with it, and used it to colonise the world. That’s incredible. In fact they invented nothing but
used everything invented by the Chinese to conquer the world.
So, it’s a very interesting fact, that now, Africa, Kama, and China especially, and the whole of Asia, collaborate together. They
need to create the kind of united states of ex-colonized countries, with the resources of China and Africa and all the intelligent
people of both countries working together.
This is why I’m not surprised that the development of the Raelian Movement is more powerful in Asia and Africa, because
young people are the future of humanity. They feel this enthusiastic view of the Message, they feel that the future of humanity is
in the hands of Africa and Asia working together. That’s why we have many young Raelians in this part of the world. I am very
happy to see that. I don’t know where the Embassy will be built, but there is a big possibility that it will be either in Africa or in
Asia. If the Europeans talk about the “yellow peril”, meaning the danger coming from yellow people, I was really happy to learn
something recently in Japan, which, I’m sure, Tai will make sure that all Africans learn about… Japanese people, intellectual
people, are actually talking about the “white catastrophe”. To talk about Yellow Peril is just a fear of the future which doesn’t
exist, but the White Catastrophe did happen. In Asia, you know what is the white catastrophe. In India, China, being colonized,
all Asia, and I will include in that the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, these are real catastrophes, not a possible threat for the future.
The colonization of the whole Africa, the killing of 100 million of American Indians, and people in South America, Australia, all
the planet had to endure the white catastrophe. I’m sure that Tai is thrilled to spread this expression that’s coming from Japan.
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After the award ceremony for pioneers.
I have known these pioneers for a long time, they work so
hard to help me. That’s very important to remember as a Raelian. When you read the Message you felt the urge to help Maitreya and the Elohim. Do you remember this emotion? Then
you came to the seminar, had your transmission and wow! But
slowly, for normal people, some other interests came up, some
wanted to have a baby, get married, have a better job… Life is
full of excuses to suddenly give less energy to the Movement.
I saw so many people coming full of enthusiasm: “Maitreya I want to help you, I will give you my life!”… and after one
or two years, I don’t see them any more, or after five years, or ten
years. They want to make a big business. We lost many people
like that. It’s your freedom, your choice. What is the priority in
your life? The Elohim and the Message? or making money? or
making a baby? It takes a lot of devotion, and fidelity to stay, because many people are enthusiastic one day for something, and
another day for something else. But I think, out of respect for
the Elohim, who see you through my eyes, that before coming
to me and saying: “Maitreya I want to give my life for the Message”, “I want to help you until the Elohim arrive”, before telling me that, you should think twice. Is it just the enthusiasm,
the thrill of today, and tomorrow you will have another thrill?
Or are you really, REALLY, ready to help me until the end?
I like, I love everybody. I love also those who help me only
one year, no problem. But I prefer the people who stay until
the end, who don’t
change their mind
after one year because they meet a more beautiful girlfriend, or they have a new business, but who
say: “Ok, whatever happens in my life, I will help you until the end”.
You don’t have to choose between these things, you have the intelligence and the
power to do all of them. Daniel Turcotte is a pioneer guide. He has been helping me
for more than 35 years! and at the same time he is a very successful businessman. His
company is very good and was awarded this year the award of the best company in
Quebec. However his priority is and has always been - the Movement.
So it’s not an excuse, like some people did, to say: “Maitreya I’m sorry I will
take one or three years or five years for my business out of the Movement”. This is
not good. You are intelligent and powerful enough to say: “I will make my business
a success and I will still help you”. And you can be in love with somebody and stay
in the Movement.
What makes me a little bit angry is to see Raelians coming at the Seminar, they
meet a beautiful Raelian girl, and suddenly they send me a letter: “Maitreya, we are
so happy together, we want to create a family, we don’t have time for the Movement”.
Wow… they meet each other thanks to me - thanks to the Elohim, and thank you
very much they leave together. It feels like a betrayal.
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But others, they meet in the Movement, they are happy couples, and they continue to work for the Movement with more
energy and more happiness. Daniel Turcotte, met the wonderful Jasmin - thanks to me, and they are very happy, they live together, but they never sent me an e-mail saying: “Maitreya we are happy together, sorry we don’t have time for the Movement”.
On the contrary, since they are together they work harder for the Movement. Daniel found in Jasmin a good assistant for his
company, but also a good assistant for the Movement.
So, money is not an excuse, love is not an excuse, whatever you do, you can do both. But it’s such a good excuse to say: “I’m
sorry I want, need to take a few years out of the Movement for this or this reason”.
The Elohim love us, every day, they care for us every day, they never say: “Oh sorry, for a few years we’ll stop loving you,
take care of yourself, we are busy, we will stop giving you eternal life for a few years…”
No… Discipline!. When you take a decision, a commitment, when you say: “Maitreya I want to help you”. Be careful, it’s
a very serious matter. Of course you are always free to leave, but if you really come and say: “Maitreya I want to help you”, you
cannot change your mind after one week, specially if you tell me: “Maitreya I will help you until I die”. You cannot send me an
e-mail after one year saying: “I’m sorry but I found a beautiful Raelian girl and we will have a family together”. This is bad for us,
bad for the Movement, but bad for yourself, mainly bad for yourself.
The Movement will be very healthy without you, each of you can leave immediately. We are strong together, nobody is
indispensable. Nobody can say: “If I leave the Movement, the Movement will fall”. Not even me. I can disappear tomorrow, and
I know the Movement will be strong - without me.
When you start to have responsibilities in the organization, that’s one of the first things I teach to the guides: “All your
energy must be focused on not being indispensable, as soon as you accept the responsibility in front of the Elohim, make sure
that you can disappear and everything will go smoothly, by giving training and formation to people who assist you, by bringing
everybody around you higher and higher, making people who help you better than yourself. »
Wrong leaders want to be the only ones who can manage, that’s bad leadership. Good leaders try to have everybody who
assist him better than himself. That’s the power of a team. We are a team, and each member is important in this team, and that’s
why we have to train everybody around us to be able to replace us anytime.
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This dynamic of giving the best you have to other people around you - it’s love. It’s love… Making people around you as
good as you and if possible better than yourself, and I am very proud of you, really, very proud of the Pioneers, because I know
that tomorrow I can disappear, and the Movement will be as strong… No!! stronger than with me.
After I die, a lot of people will be joining the Movement because suddenly they will feel comfortable, they won’t be afraid
that I say it never happened.
But you!, you are different. You are pioneers, you are not afraid of that, you are not afraid that one day Maitreya will say: “It
was a joke, I never met the Elohim”. No! You read the Message, you understood, but also you felt - you felt the truth. And like
one wonderful Raelian told me one day, face to face, he said: “Maitreya, I don’t care if you really met or not the Elohim, I will
help you until the last day of my life, because the philosophy you brought into my life is so beautiful, that I don’t care if you met
the Elohim or not, you changed my life, and I want to use this tool you gave me, the philosophy and the spirituality you brought
in my life, I want to use it to make as many people as possible as happy as me”. And this Raelian, I really love him.
I really prefer this Raelian than those who come and say“ Maitreya, I believe you!”. I don’t want people to believe, I want
people to feel, believers are stupid: “I believe in God”… ok, now you replace God by Elohim. Many people do this mistake,
before they were: “God, God, God…” then suddenly they read the Message and they say: “Elohim, Elohim…”. They replace
one god by another god.
This is not what the Message is about. No, they are not here to replace God. The Elohim are here to show us the way to a
higher spirituality, a higher feeling of infinity, a higher level of happiness, of oneness, make us feel it. But people who suddenly
pray Elohim every day instead of praying God, they understand nothing.
Leave the Elohim alone! Don’t disturb them with these stupid ego-trips. “But Maitreya, praying is good…” Yes, praying is
helping yourself to put your subconsciousness in harmony with your consciousness. That’s good, that’s what a prayer is about.
Prayer is not asking God or the Elohim something for ME. “Elohim give me money, give me health, protect my children…” Wait
a minute, this is God, and you Raelians know, there is no God ok? And the Elohim are not God. I hope everybody is aware of
that here. They are just our spiritual guides, and that’s more than enough.
We don’t need a god. If your child or your mother is sick, trust science. After the terrible tsunami in Japan, or big earthquakes in some other countries, many people die, and those who survive say “Thanks God I am alive” Wow! That’s bad for the
ten thousands who died. It’s incredible.
The beliefs are so incredible. Human beings are sick of thinking and believing. The whole of humanity suffers from the same
sickness, of thinking too much, and not feeling, not having simple thoughts, and love, for what is, for what is, what is really. It’s
so simple, to feel, to look, at what Lao Tzu called the “natural order”.
I love to walk in the Okinawa jungle, I love it so
much! This is natural order. White people when they
go to the jungle, they see “chaos”, they want to have
a garden “jardin a la francaise”, French gardens are
very straight, with trees well aligned, which is absolutely not natural, and they call everything which is
not aligned perfectly: “chaos”.
But the natural order - the real order is in chaos.
Look at the sky, look at the stars, nothing is straight,
it’s natural order. Look at the atoms and molecules,
nothing is straight. Look at your face in the mirror,
the right side and the left side are not the same. Is it a
mistake? Not at all, there is no mistake. Some stupid
girls have aesthetic surgery to make both sides the
same, so stupid. This is the harmony of being alive,
to be in the natural order.
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We are not symmetric, nothing inside us is symmetric, the heart is not in the middle, it’s a bit on the side, our system, inside,
nothing is the same. For the women breasts, one is always bigger than the other one. Symmetry doesn’t exist in nature, but there
is a natural order. My left leg is much shorter than my right leg, it is the same for everybody, a little, that’s life.
This natural order is everywhere. In the jungle of Okinawa, every plant is at its right place, there is no competition, there is
harmony between the plants. Some plants help other plants to grow. Orchids grow on trees, white people describe it as a parasite
- Not at all! The orchid benefits from the tree, and the tree benefits from the orchid, there is harmony, collaboration, team work,
between everything in nature.
You are full of parasites inside yourself, in your intestines there are many people who are not you, not people… modern
scientists call it “probiotics”. Naturally many, many bacteria are living in your belly, and stupid scientists want to kill everything.
If these bacteria are not here anymore, you cannot digest. They are not you, they have a different DNA than yours, a completely
different DNA. We have billions of living things on our skin, in our belly, with a different DNA, and we need them. If you remove them, you die.
So it’s a team work, forever together, like the Raelians, like us, forever together.

The Importance of being crazy
November 10

It is important in your life to be crazy in everything.
Love like crazy. Do not have a little love, love like crazy. If you love a little bit you will live a little bit.
Laugh like crazy. It you laugh a little bit, you will live a little bit. Do you want to live fully? You have to live like crazy and
don’t be afraid of becoming crazy, you cannot. You cannot become sick, mentally sick. Be as crazy as you can, because the more
you try to be serious, the more you may become mentally sick.
The more you laugh like crazy, the more you become mentally healthy.
Love like crazy, laugh like crazy, smile like crazy. Dance like crazy, play music like crazy, do everything in your life like crazy,
because if you do it just a little bit, you have a very little life, you will live a little life. Do you want to fully live your life? If yes,
do everything like crazy. Play saxophone like crazy, make a joke like crazy, don’t try to look like serious, don’t be afraid that other
people might judge you. Do you care if other people judge you? Not at all. You don’t care. But you care about having fully lived
your life, which is very short.
Life is so short. We are young and suddenly
we grow white hair and we are old. So quick,
so fast. Enjoy every second like crazy. Don’t be
afraid that by being crazy you may become mentally sick. But if you force yourself to be serious, and to be really Japanese, ai, ai, you really
can become mentally sick. Japan is one of the
countries in the world where you have the highest percentage of mentally sick people, because
they control themselves too much, they don’t allow themselves to be crazy, so they become really
crazy.
Remember this, remember this sentence,
the more you try to be crazy, the more wisdom
you have. And the more serious you try to be,
the more crazy you will really become.
10
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So enjoy this day like crazy. You know, in life, the problem is not so much to find the perfect partner or friend, it’s impossible, but try to find somebody as crazy as you, and we all have different craziness, but it’s good to find other people who have the
same kind of craziness as us, and we find each other.
We all say ‘’We are crazy about the Elohim’’ Thank you Elohim for this craziness.
We are crazy about infinity, we are crazy about Love. Thank you Elohim.

Feel like a bird
November 17

The best way to be happy is to be happy.
How to be happy? We have a big handicap for happiness, we have a human brain, always thinking and thinking is the past
and the past cannot make you happy. Even if you remember good memories, that’s not making you happy.
Happiness can only be right now, only now, it cannot be in the future. When you say ‘I want to be happy’, this is the future.
When you say ‘when I was young, I was happy’, this is the past.
The big handicap of the brain, is to always be thinking and thinking is always old. If you want to be young forever, stop
thinking and be.
When you say ‘’I am’’, it’s now. Not ‘’I was’’, not ‘’I will be’’: I am.
I am is happiness.
How do you stop this terrible machine ( the brain) which is always thinking about the past, everything in your brain is past,
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not 99% but 100% of what is in your brain is past. 100%. The brain is full of old, only. When you stop using your brain and
say ‘’I am’’, then you are.
But it’s very difficult to stop this machine, always thinking, thinking, thinking. When you sleep, it’s ok, but when you wake
up, you start thinking, the whole day long. You wake up and say ‘’today I will do this, I will do that’’. You think and never stop,
the whole day long, until you go to bed to sleep. Sometimes, even when you go to bed to sleep, you cannot stop thinking and if
you cannot stop thinking in the bed you cannot sleep, so you take a sleeping pill. A sleeping pill is just something which stops
the brain’s thinking.
But there is another way to stop the brain’s thinking: Meditation, just being. When you meditate, some thoughts will
continue to come, let them go. A good trick to stop thinking is to say ‘’ok, what will be my next thought’’? Because sometimes
thoughts are coming and rushing, a new and another one and another one, how to stop them? One good trick is to ask yourself
: ‘’ok what will be my next thought’’. When you do that, it automatically stops. You cannot think and be at the same time, it is
impossible.
How to stop thinking? By, just saying ‘what will be my next thought?’, which is a thought by itself, but the thought being a
question, it automatically brings you in now, being. In other words, you place yourself as an observer of your own brain. ‘What
will be my next thought?’, then it stops, because you suddenly ‘are’.What will be my next thought is exactly like saying ‘’I am’’. So
when the brain is non-stop processing thinking, always old, past, this is a good way to stop it, to stop this crazy machine which
is full of past and full of shit, because the past is shit, just like food.
When you continue thinking about the past, it is as if you continue tasting in your mouth, the food of yesterday. Would
you have pleasure to have yesterday’s food in your mouth? Would you be happy to have your mouth full of shit? Sometimes we
vomit the food of a few hours, it has such a bad taste. You don’t want to vomit. It is the same when you think about the past.
Thinking about the past is like bringing vomit in your brain. Don’t bring the shit back in your mouth. When you think
about the past, that is what you do and when you think about the future, it is same.
Why is it that the future is also shit? What is the future you build in your brain? If you are not happy today, now, you start
thinking ‘’I will be happy when,.. ‘’ When what ? ‘’When I will have lots of money’’? That’s shit. Money cannot make you happy.
You have many rich people killing themselves everyday. The percentage of suicides amongst billionaires is 10 times higher than among poor people. If you think ‘’in the future I will travel to another country and I will be very happy’’, what
is this country? How do you know this country? ‘’I will be happy when I go to America’’, how do you know America ?
Because you learned about it in school, so it is the
past.
Everything you want in the future, you cannot
build something from the future which is not built
on the past. Every project you make, not one can be
new. Every thing you can imagine for the future is
build on the past. Your brain cannot create something new from nothing.
Why do you speak Japanese? or Korean or Chinese? it’s the past. Your mother, father, and teachers
put it in your brain. Your language is from the past.
Is there a language of now ? Love. Being.
Immediately you can speak Chinese, Korean,
Mongolian, anything you want, when you are, there
is no more language.
A good image to help you feel now, feel like a
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bird. How is a bird ? Birds don’t speak Chinese, they don’t speak French, they don’t speak English, you take the same bird in any
country and bring it in another country, it immediately communicates with other birds. No need of interpreters or books to see,
nothing, because the bird is ‘’I am’’.
Feel like a bird, sing like a bird, fly like a bird.
This is ‘’I am’’.
Visualize yourself as a bird.
This morning I woke up and I went to my bathroom. Wow, many people think ‘’Maitreya going to bathroom, what is he
doing’’? He must have very complicated meditation, very, very high consciousness meditation. No, I sit on toilet and I make
‘’kueet, kueet’’, the sound of a bird. Do it. ‘’kueet, kueet’’... it brings a good feeling. It is not a language, no thinking, just ‘’kueet,
kueet’’, if you do that you feel happy immediately,
Do it, feel it : ‘’kueet, kueet’’, you feel happiness. It stops the brain’s thinking, it makes you laugh.
So remember, when you wake up, feel like a bird, for the whole day, and why not, your whole life.
Being a bird is being a Buddha.
‘’kueet, kueet’.

Caring for others
November 24th

Than you Color for the best contact ever. You give me hope, sometimes I lose hope.
Our ego is the most terrible thing inside us. It is very important to wake up every morning thinking that you will not let
your ego be your leader, but instead consciousness and love.
Color has a beautiful life, a beautiful job, she makes a lot of money, she could stay home, enjoy fashion, shoes, have a family,
children, like every normal people.
But to be normal is selfish, when you are normal you are selfish. My house, my children, my family, my shoes, my money,
my my my. This is shit, but it’s normal.
So Color is not that way, she went to
Thailand, to Indonesia, to China to spread
the Messages. She paid her ticket, the Movement doesn’t pay her traveling ticket. She
doesn’t receive salary to teach. She could stay
home and watch TV, but instead she gives
her life, for love, for raising humanity. She
is so beautiful and sexy. Every beautiful and
sexy woman like her would choose fashion,
my house, my, no giving.
With all the time she uses for the movement, she could be much more rich, have
more money. Instead she wakes up and says
‘what can I do for others?’.
Normal people wake up : ‘’what can I
have more, how can I have more pleasure,
13
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who can give me more pleasure’’.
Be careful, when you wake up, for what you ask yourself. If you say ‘’I want to have more pleasure, more happiness today’’,
then you don’t give love. Enjoying good feeling with music, feeling poems, feeling, feeling. It is selfish. Feelings are selfish.
If you give, it is different. Feelings are good if you use them to give.
Color said: ‘’wow with the sky’’.Yes, wow! To share, to give, not for myself, or the world is terrible, It is like that in the
United States: my house, my country, my atomic bomb. This is the same shit.
When you wake up, you have to choose between right and wrong. Will I use this day to give love or to take? If you use every
day to take, there is no love. Wake up and say: ‘’I will devote my entire day to giving love’’. That’s a question you have to address
every morning. If you ask it every morning, it will be every week, every month, year after year and you can die peacefully having
given love all your life.
Because one day you will die. The Elohim will decide who deserves eternal life. Those who have big houses, many cars, many
shoes, lots of money, but did nothing for others, they don’t deserve eternal life. You deserve eternal life if, when you die, you say
I gave more than I received.
It is happening day, after day, after day, after day. Life is going fast so quickly! You don’t notice until you say I will do good
things in my life, tomorrow. Not tomorrow, now. If you don’t do it now, you will never do it. It starts now.
You love each other, don’t you, Raelians? When you meet each other, what is happening, do you give love or do you expect
something from the others? When you come to the meetings here, are you coming to give love to other Raelians, or you just want
to receive? When one of us is sad or sick, how many people call him?
We know sometimes one of us is sick or has a bad problem in life, do you call each other, and say : ‘’hello I’m here, if you
need anything I will come to help you’’. If you don’t, love is just bla bla.
Don’t say ‘I love you’, prove it, care for others.
Buddha was saying : ‘’the right thought, the right word and the right action’’.
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If you say ‘ I love you’’ and then go in your house and let the other one die in his apartment without you caring, that is
terrible. Better not say ‘’I love you’’ but prove it, support each other, call each other, when you don’t see one of our members on
a Sunday morning here, ask why he’s not here, whether he or she is Ok. You all have cell phones, what are they for? To receive
stupid jokes? No, to give love, everything in your life should be a tool of love.
Every time I see one missing here I say : ‘’why is he not here?, is there a problem?, I want to know what’s happening to all
of us. Do it too. We cannot make the world a better place full of love if we don’t start between us.
When I meet you, I hug you and say ‘’genki desuka’ ( how are you?) and I honestly think ‘’genki desuka’’, and I see it in your
eyes if you lie. I feel and I know that many are lying. Don’t lie, I want to give love and compassion. I see it on your face if you
have a problem. Everybody has problems, everybody, and struggles, negative problems, health problems, everybody.
Nobody has a perfect life, because nobody is perfect, that’s why we need to love each other and care for each other. You are
not perfect, I am not perfect. I cut myself this morning while shaving. Buddha also cut himself many times when he shaved. We
are not perfect, but we need to care for each other.
We all have problems, I have problems. If I focus on my problems, I am not here, I stay home and say ‘’I have too many
problems’’. No, I think about you. Do the same. Forget your problem and think about the problem of the others. If we all do
that, we feel immediately better.
One day, one of Buddha’s students said ‘’Master, I feel discouraged today, no more courage, what can I do’’. Buddha said ‘’
give courage to others’’.
You have problems? Help others solve their problems and you forget immediately yours.
What we usually think of is ‘my problems’, ‘my, my, my’. It is ego, me, me me, and then you feel more terrible and more
terrible.
I remember being in a hospital, a long time ago, I had a terrible infection, very bad. I was in a hospital bed, very sick, and
on the bed beside me, there was a man, much more sick than me, tubes everywhere, and I spent my 2 days in hospital giving him
love and energy, not thinking about my infection, I was helping him feel better.
But if I had been
thinking about ‘me, me,
me’, I would have felt
worse.
He was like that,
‘me, me, me’ : ‘’I’m sick
because my wife left me,
she’s terrible’’.
For 2 days he spread
negative things, 2 days,
and I was always answering ‘’don’t worry, it will
be ok’’ supporting him.
When I left, there was a
smile on his face for the
first time. He said ‘’thank
you’’.
That’s love.
If I was thinking
only about me, there was
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no love. So when you wake up, think about it and it starts right now. Do you really care for the person sitting beside you? When
you say in the morning or today ‘’genki desuka’’, do you really mean it?
Genki desuka? If you don’t feel good, say it, we can, we are together, we are family.
You have the right to have problem and say ‘’you ask me, you want to know, I have this problem and this problem’’. And
you have to expect it, to wait for it, to hope that people tell you the truth.
If you say ‘’genki desuka’’ and you look away, you don’t want to hear the problem. Look for a long time in the eyes when
you say ‘’genki desuka’’. Really feel the other.
Sometimes people say ‘’totemo genki’’ and I look and say ‘’are you sure’’? Nobody takes time to do that.
You must do that. Will you? That’s love.

Infinity inside and outside
December 1st

During the 11am contact on Sundays, you send love to the Elohim, to every Raelian, to every human being, but it is more
than that. You send your love to Maitreya, and through Maitreya you send love to the Elohim, but it’s more than that. Through
sending your love to the Elohim, you send love to Infinity.
And the infinity is inside you. We must never think that the Elohim are somewhere in space only. They are inside you. You
have an infinite number of Elohim inside you, because in the infinitely small there are an infinite number of planets, everywhere
in your body, with Elohim, infinitely small, creating life and spreading the energy of love.
Love is at every different level of infinity, in the infinitely large and the infinitely small.
So don’t make the mistake to feel love only for outside but feel love also for inside.
This contact is a contact of love, outside and inside.
This morning, I was singing the song I made a long time ago, for Lisa. “I would go around the world to be back with you.”
That’s not enough, you would go around the world to be with the Elohim?
Would you be ready to go around the universe to be with the Elohim? Would you search around infinity? Can we search
around infinity?We can travel around the earth, we can
travel around the galaxy, but we cannot travel around infinity because infinity has no measure.
We can only travel around something which is measurable, so infinity is everywhere.
We are infinity, an infinity of love.
Feeling the stars, this sky is full of stars, do you see
them? No, because it’s daytime but they are here, but we
cannot see them. Do they exist or not? Yes they do, but
we cannot see them.
It is the same inside, the galaxies, the stars and the
Elohim, we cannot see them but they exist.
So feel this infinity, this oneness, with infinity outside and infinity inside.
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The most beautiful fruit of consciousness is love.
December 8th

We are getting close to the 40th anniversary, and many people are coming from all around the world and that will be a big
celebration. I know that they will have meetings to celebrate and party to celebrate this wonderful celebration of 40 years everywhere in the world. 40 years! 40 years, that’s almost half a century. Almost! It’s a lifetime.
Where were you 40 years ago? Some of you were not born. Others were little children.
Time goes by so fast. Enjoy everyday, every second, because it’s passing very quick. We all have a good heart, a good personality, full of love, everybody. We all say: ‘’I want to do something for humanity’’, everybody, not only the Raelians.
Every human being deep inside himself wants to do something for humanity, even criminals, even bad people, inside themselves they would like to do something good, and we always say ‘’I will do something, tomorrow’’ but time is going by so fast,
and suddenly, we die and then there is the final judgment. What did you do with your life?
It’s too late, it’s finished ‘’wait, give me one more day I want to do something’’ no! Too late.
Not tomorrow, do it today. Death is quickly coming, you don’t know when, maybe tonight.
So if it’s coming tonight, do something good now, give love to people right beside you.
As we are talking about death, I want to send a little bit of love to the memory of one of the Raelians who was one of the
pioneers in Switzerland and who died last week of a heart attack.
He was still quite young, younger than me. He had a heart attack, he was still flying parachute and sports, and suddenly,
boom.
I am sure he is with the Elohim, so let’s send love to him, his name was Etienne Abbe and the Raelians in Switzerland,
yesterday, had a beautiful celebration where they spread the ashes of his body in the vineyard where they grow the grapes for
Maitreya’s wine.
So, in the future when you drink my wine from Switzerland, which you can buy through Alan Tshopp, there will be some
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little parts coming from a Raelian named Etienne Abbe.
We are part of everything as everything is part of us.
When you drink water, how many times was it drunk before?The same molecule of water you drink may have been drunk
before, maybe a thousand times. The water you drink may have been part of a thousand or millions of bodies before you, and will
be part of other bodies after you drink and pee. That is a positive way to see it, the water I drink has been a part of an infinite
number of bodies before me.
A negative part, everything has positive and negative, isn’t?, the water I drink has been peed an infinite number of times
before. It has even been part of animals also. So when you drink maybe it has been part of the urine of a cow before.
We are one with everything and our body is just a vehicle where it circulates for a while, very short.
We are just a vehicle, everything is passing through us very quickly, only one thing stays forever, our consciousness and it’s
most beautiful fruit which is love.
Consciousness is like a tree, and it bears fruits and the most beautiful fruit of consciousness is love.

Infinity, the most precious gift of the Elohim
What are the Elohim? Are they just our creators? Therefore
having a beginning and an end. They gave us a Message which has
a beginning and an end, and, they ask us to build the Embassy to
welcome them, which has a beginning and an end. We all cherish
and enjoy imagining the day they will arrive in the Embassy. This
day will have a beginning and an end.
And then what? Of course we will celebrate, it will be the most
beautiful day of the history of humanity. And there will be a next
night and a next day, and then what?
That’s why the Elohim’s most precious gift in the Messages is
the philosophy of infinity.
Because everything else has a beginning and an end but infinity has none.When we raise our level of consciousness through
meditation to become a Buddha, each of one of us, in harmony
with infinity, there is no beginning and no end. That’s the most
beautiful gift of the Elohim.
If we base our lives only on welcoming the Elohim, they will
arrive and then, we will be ‘’euh’’ without any goal and depressed.
That’s not what the Elohim want, they want us to be happy
every day of our lives, now, when we will welcome them, and after.
We cannot be happy to wait for them, happy to welcome them, and
then depressed because we have no more goal. That’s why the Elohim not only gave us the explanation of the scientific creation, the
goal to build the Embassy to welcome them back, but also and before all, the philosophy of infinity which is the most beautiful gift.
Being. Just being. Feeling. Without the word.
Being, without the word. That’s the deepest state of meditation, where we feel oneness with infinity and eternity, where we feel
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that everything, which is inside us and outside us, is infinite and eternal and that everything else is illusion.
Then we can have the highest level of possible consciousness, which is consciousness without the word consciousness, because a word is too limited compared to the real thing.
If we reach this level, our happiness now, even if we want to built the embassy for Elohim, is the same. Now, when the
Elohim come, and after. It has no end.
When you reach harmony with infinity, your happiness is infinite. It doesn’t stop and it doesn’t end. That’s the most beautiful gift from the Elohim.
Who are the Elohim?
They are our creators, but this is a little thing. Before all, they are Messengers of infinity who have an infinite consciousness.
That’s why we love and enjoy to be Raelian, not only because we are UFO lovers or science lover, these are very interesting
things but they cannot make you happy. However the meditation they give us, the feeling of infinity, this is the best.
Feel it, every second of your live, every second of your death.
This oneness with everything, including birth, life, and death, in an infinite cycle. We are part of this infinite cycle, if you
feel it every second of your life, then happiness is there forever.
When you escape the hell of normal people, who have highs and downs, hope and disappointment, when you reach harmony with infinity, you stay up. You can have some hope but they don’t make you happier. You can have life and experience life
but nothing makes you up and down. This is the most beautiful gift of the Elohim; to bring us to the same level as their level of
philosophy.
The happiness of the Elohim is to see us becoming happier thanks to their Message.
That makes them more happy than the building of the Embassy.
If we all work hard to build the embassy and are not happy, they are not happy. In this non-stop flow of hope and disappointment which is the modern civilization, we are used to ‘’ we will do this tomorrow’’ and it passes, and ‘’we will do that
tomorrow’’ and it passes.
We are used to this cycle of disappointment.
Every feeling or thinking which is not connected to
infinity has a beginning and an end.
Every thinking or feeling which is not connected to
infinity has a beginning and an end.
So, having a beginning and an end automatically
brings hope and disappointment.
But every thinking or feeling which is connected to
infinity has no beginning and no end.
So every thinking and feeling having no beginning and
no end has no hope and no disappointment.
And that’s how you become a Buddha.
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enjoy here and now, without a book about the future and without a camera to accumulate
the past.

We are travelling around the earth, and it’s a good feeling to feel that we are travelling.
We are non moving travellers. Even if you say ‘’I don’t move’’ we are moving.
Like, little bit like the children who say ‘’mommy, if you don’t give me candy I stop breathing’’.
You cannot stop breathing and you cannot stop moving.
So we travel, we are space travellers, and it’s a good feeling to understand that we are on a spacecraft. Everybody dreams to
travel in space, to be in a spacecraft, travelling. Some people will soon, already some paid huge amounts of money to go in the
Virgin spacecraft to go around the world.
You don’t need to pay. It’s stupid, why pay, you are already travelling around the earth.
Just a little bit higher it doesn’t make any difference.
Better use money to help the poor children who have no food in Africa and in many other places. You are travelling on a
space vessel named earth. We are on a space craft. We just will soon have the new Christian Year. One year ago we shifted from
2012 to 2013, do you remember? We were together, some of you, one year ago.
What happened, we went around the sun, amazing isn’t it?We travelled around the sun, together, in the same space craft,
like Japanese, we cannot escape, we are together.
Japanese when they go in tourist, visiting, they are stuck together. We are the same, around the sun, we cannot escape.
Together, we are travelling, We travel around the sun and we travel in time, because it took one year, so we are travelling at the
same time both in space, and in time.
What should we do, while travelling?
I remember being in Venezia, Italy, one of the most beautiful cities in the world.
I was on a beautiful boat, visiting the canals in the city. We cruised on a small canal, and right and left there were beautiful
castles, and there were some Japanese tourists just beside me, and I look at them, they were reading a guide. I thought maybe
they are learning about the castles of Venezia, no, it was about Paris. When I ask, why, they say ‘’it is the next step on our trip’’.
They were having a trip around Europe, one week each country every day, very quick.
So the guy was with beautiful castles all around and reading about tomorrow. He was not enjoying here and now, but thinking about the future. That’s terrible.
Sometimes they would stop reading and take pictures. Why taking photos? Because they want to have a memory.
They want memories, souvenirs, something
about the past.
Photos to remember the past, and
books to see what will happen in the future,
because they are not living the present time.
I tried to teach, I said ‘’stop making
photos, look, and don’t read what is tomorrow, enjoy now’’ because these people, they
see nothing. Don’t be like that.
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I remember another time I was in Australia giving a public speech about the Message and we had a tour
in a helicopter, bringing us to the Great Reef Barrier. It was beautiful. We were a group of Raelians, 6 Raelians, and we flew
a helicopter and the pilot looked at us and said ‘’nobody has a camera’’? I said ‘’no, we don’t want camera, we don’t want to put
something between the beauty and my brain’’.
When you use a camera, you separate yourself from the beauty.
He was so surprised, he never saw any tourists without a camera. I taught him, I said “ I want to see everything, I want to
feel everything, my camera is inside,’ and feeling now, and that’s important. Remember it, enjoy here and now, without a book
about the future and without a camera to accumulate the past. Here and now.
Your eyes are your camera and your imagination is your book about the future. I read a beautiful sentence this week and
I will finish my speech with that. From one of my favorite poets, Khalil Gibran, who wrote the book, a beautiful book you can
read, named ‘’The Prophet’’ and another book ‘’the Garden of the Prophet.
He said something beautiful, he said ‘’what creates anxiety is not thinking about the future but trying to control the future,
that creates anxiety’’.
When you want to control the future you become anxious, but thinking about the future is beautiful. So, don’t try to
control the future. When we age, some people have this terrible anxiety about dying, the fear of death, trying to control it and
they live a terrible life. Don’t try to control, welcome here and now, welcome life and welcome death with the same smile because
death is a part of life. When you were born you knew you would die one day. When you were a little boy or a little girl, you
knew you would die one day but you were not anxious. You were not thinking ‘’ I will die’’, never, so why thinking more about
it when becoming old?
When you are a child, you enjoy every second, every meter of the travel, every step of the path and you should do the same
all your life.
Enjoy every step, maybe it’s the last one.
You all climb stairs sometimes. When you climb stairs, do you think about the one at the top or the one you are climbing
right now? If you think about the one at the top, you fall. You have to focus on the one you are climbing right now, one at a
time. One day at a time. One moment at a time and that’s the teaching of Buddha : here and now. Without controlling space
and without controlling time, just enjoying.

The gift of meditation
January 5

The view is beautiful but it doesn’t bring happiness.
You can be on the most beautiful beach in the world and be
very depressed because it doesn’t come from outside but inside.
This week I saw a picture and I put a comment on Facebook.
There was at the top of a building in a big city, people meditating, right in the middle of the city. Because many people believe to
meditate or reach higher level of consciousness you need to go to
other places, to Tibet, a monastery at the top of a mountain.
No, if you live in a city, the middle of the city is the perfect
place to meditate.
Everything else is tourism and doesn’t bring happiness.
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Remember this story of a man traveling from America to India to have an awakening. He goes to a place where there is
a master very famous with a big reputation for his teachings. He arrives in the middle of a little town, and asks: ‘’where is this
famous guru, teacher’’ and he gives the name, and he is in the middle of a town, a lot of noise, a big market, many dogs barking,
and the man shows him a building and says: ‘’it’s right here’’. So he goes to the house and the teacher welcomes him.
And the American guy asks ‘’when do we go to the monastery?’’
He says ‘Its’ right here in he middle of the noise, in front of the market, with many dogs barking” because he says ‘’you don’t
need to go to the mountain. You have to be in harmony and peace in the middle of the town. And so he was very disappointed
because every Europeans and Americans imagine a temple at the top of a mountain.
The temple is inside.
If you develop your self-happiness and harmony, you can be sitting in the most noisy city of the world and be perfectly
happy. Happiness is inside.
Meditation, harmony, peace and happiness that is what is the most important. One more time, the Message of the Elohim
is beautiful but whatever information is inside, if it was not bringing us happiness it would be worthless.
The information, how they create life, ok, it’s intellectual, it is not interesting.
What is interesting is it makes us more happy. The philosophical part of the message, the teaching part which brings us
happiness is much better. That’s meditation.

Change lives with a smile
January 5

Many people make a big mistake, they wait to be happy to smile.
It’s the opposite; smile first, to be happy.
Because a smile brings you happiness. Smile for no reason. When you smile for no reason, naturally happiness comes from
inside. That is the smile of the consciousness, not the smile to get something from other people, not the smile because something
outside makes you happy, a smile because it is connected to the inner happiness.
That is the first meditation when you wake up.
Everyday when I wake up, before opening my eyes,
I smile. To feel alive, that’s enough. It’s wonderful to be
alive. To smile first then you open your eyes. If you open
your eyes first, maybe the smile will not come. Smile first.
If somebody looks at you with a sad face: smile.
The smile is like a communication, if you smile to
other people, they smile to you, and specially if you don’t
know them, that is the most beautiful way to spread love
on earth.
When you see somebody in the street of Naha with
a sad face, when you walk, and you smile to this person,
they might smile back and after a while they may think
‘’why did you smile to me, do I know this person?’’ and
then their brain starts to think about smile and happiness.
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So with just a smile you change the life of people.
Everyday I walk around here, many times people are walking on the beach also, or are in their little cars on the road. I smile
to them and say ‘’hello’’ and I think with pleasure about these people, maybe for the whole day they will wonder why this guy
said ‘’hello’’? ‘’Why did he smile to me? Do I know him?’’
The brain starts to think differently. So, say ‘hello’ to people. Maybe they will come and say ‘’do I know you’’? ‘’No
but I love you’’ and that is spreading love. If you smile only to people you know, it is a kind of racism. I know you, I
smile, I don’t know you, I present a serious face. Instead, I smile because I don’t know you. That’s the way to spread love.
So remember to smile is to love. And it has a double effect.
The first effect, this person will wonder ‘’why they smiled to me’’ and forget about his problems.
The second effect, you will have a good time, because after this person is thinking ‘’why did he say ‘hello’, and make you
laugh for a while and laughing is very good.

Feel infinity to feel infinitely happy
January 12

The Elohim’s Message makes it possible for us to feel connected, connected with them but not only, that is not the most
important....Connected to infinity, feeling that you are part of infinity Feeling that inside you, you have infinity.
Waking up, when looking in the mirror, what do you see? Infinity, Infinity able to become conscious, conscious of itself.
This brings us more love, because after, in the eyes of other people, we see also infinity. When I look in your eyes, I don’t see
Japanese, Korean or human beings, I see infinity and I hope that when you look in my eyes, you also feel infinity.
I am a Messenger of Elohim but more, I am a Messenger of infinity, because this is the ultimate truth behind the Message.
Feel infinity. When you feel infinity you are infinitely happy. If you don’t feel infinity you can just be happy but not infinitely.
Only when you feel infinity, you feel infinitely happy.
That’s the privilege of feeling connected. We are connected, you and me, and everybody and connected with the Elohim and
connected with infinity, and connected with ourselves.
Many many people we see in Naha, or everywhere, are sad, hopeless, depressed, taking medicine, pills to be happy. No pill
can make you happy.
Why are they sad? Japan is the number 1 country in the world for suicide, every hour 1 person in Japan kills himself. Now
somebody is doing it. Why? Because they don’t feel connected.
Remember in your life, every time you didn’t feel connected with others, you felt depressed and sometimes, everybody, including me, we wanted to kill ourselves. I remember, I was a teenager and I didn’t like the world, I wanted to kill myself because
I felt disconnected.
People try to forget this feeling of not being connected in pursuing material things.
By buying things, a new car ‘’ah I will be happy when I will have a new car’’. Never.
‘’I will be happy when I will have a new house’’. You will have joy for a few months, but it won’t make you happy. Other
people try to forget this disconnection in sex. Sex is good, it is pleasure, but it doesn’t make you feel connected. You will be connected physically for a few minutes, but this connection is not important.
The mind connection is important and only the Message of the Elohim can bring it.
Only feeling connected to infinity. Then inner happiness comes, which is not connected to things, not connected to sex, but
connected to yourself, to everybody, feeling the happiness of others makes you happy.
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Giving love, making one person happy makes you feel connected and that’s why the feeling of connection with infinity brings love.
When I realize that I am a part of infinity, and that I look at other people as other little pieces of infinity, and then separation is
an illusion. Illusion. This is very important, you are me and I am you.
The separation is an illusion and then you feel connected with everybody and with everything in the universe.
You feel me now, do you? You feel my love? This big tree here, he also feels my love and I feel his love. And the ocean, and
the sky, and everything. That’s why feeling connected brings more love. So when you wake up in the morning, say : ‘’thank you
Elohim for feeling connected with infinity’’.

Without god, we are much happier
February 9

This morning I want to talk about the privilege you have to be Raelians.
It’s a privilege because it’s your personal choice. Very few people here are Raelians because their mother or father were Raelians.
You are lucky, because your family was probably Buddhist, or Shinto, or Christian, Muslim or anything. Normally people
follow the religion of their parents. It’s not a choice. If you were born in an Arabic country you would have been Muslim, if you
were born in a Christian country you would’ve been Christian. If you had been born in Israel you would be Jewish. This is not a
choice. People are often proud of their religion, they fight for their religion, but they rarely choose it. They are just programmed
like a computer in their childhood. There was no choice, no freedom, and the Message of the Elohim, says about the children:
‘give them an education about every religion and let them choose when they become adult’.
This applies also to Raelian families, we must not raise our children as Raelians.
We must teach them every religion without imposing to them any one of them, incluing atheism. Then, when they reach
adulthood, a biological adult age, which is around 15 years old, let them choose. Then it’s a real choice, it’s not something imposed by the family and that’s freedom.
It’s a choice where your consciousness is shining. Instead of being like a stupid robot or computer following the program put
inside yourself by your family, you decide.
Japan is a very lucky country, because most
of the people are raised not really in one religion.
I know in Japan you have Buddhist ceremonies for death because it is beautiful, some
Shinto ceremonies because it is beautiful and
many people have Christian marriage because of
the white dress. I was so surprised when I came
and I saw many weddings in hotels where there
is a chapel, a little church in a hotel, just for weddings of people who are not Christian at all.
That’s why I love Japan. It’s the most Raelian country, everything meets together with
freedom. That’s much better than being a fanatic
Muslim, a fanatic Christian or a fanatic Jew. You
are very lucky in Japan.
And that’s probably because of the tradition
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of Japan being isolationist, not letting any outside religion influence people.
Think about these people, millions of people in the world who are born Christian, and they fight for Christianity, they are
born Muslim and they fight for Islam, they kill for Islam, they put bombs for Islam, and Jews are not better in Palestine. Terrible.
The only intelligent people, apart from the Japanese, are those who are born Christian and quit Christianity, born Muslim
and quit Islam, born Jew and quit Jewishness. These people use their brain. They use their free will. They use their intelligence
and say ‘No, it’s not because my family was Christian or Muslim or Jew that I will do the same’. These people are the real peace
lovers on earth.
Belonging to one religion separates people from others. On the opposite, when you are suddenly free, you are in harmony
and feeling oneness with everybody. That’s the privilege of the Raelians.
All the Raelians of the world are almost Japanese, because they love the beautiful part of each religion, without being fanatic for only one.
We love peace and love like in the Christian philosophy, the message of Jesus which is about love and compassion. We love the
Message of the Jews, which is the Elohim created life on earth. We love the beautiful part of the Koran, of the Prophet Mohamed,
which says that the blood of one scientists is more important than the blood of 100 prophets, and we love the beautiful message
of Buddha which says we must have happiness inside ourselves.
We love the beautiful part of every religion but we are a little bit closer to Buddhism, because Buddhism is an atheist philosophy; there is no god, that is a very important part of the Message of the Elohim. We must repeat it loudly everywhere.
There is no god, Elohim don’t believe in god and this is the most advanced spirituality on earth, because a high spirituality
doesn’t require a god.
That’s why we are closest to the Buddhist, because they also believe spirituality doesn’t need a god and this freedom from any
supernatural god helps us have a higher level of happiness.
In other words, without god, we are much happier. That’s why it is so beautiful to be Raelian.
Raelians have a high level of happiness, a beautiful spirituality, without god.
I wish to you the most beautiful not day, not minute, the most beautiful second of your life. Right now, this is the most
beautiful moment of our lives, because it is now, and the life is a succession of now. Feel this highest wisdom, now.
Now.
Now is magic.
Now is unique.
We can be old, young, sick, healthy, anything, now, right now is magic.
Feel this moment, feel the light, without thinking.
That’s happiness.
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The embassy is just one step but our mission is infinite.
February 16

Thank you Elohim.
Thank you for guiding my life.
Thank you for your Messages.
ness.

Thank you for the truth, thank you for the happiThank you for the light.
Thank you for letting me be myself,
Thank you for teaching me that I can become you.
We are one.
Before building the embassy to welcome the Elohim, we have to build it inside our head, inside our heart.

Many Raelians make the mistake to think the goal is to build the embassy, and that it will be the most beautiful day of our
lives, but it’s not true. The most beautiful day of our lives, is the path which brings us towards this day, our everyday life, bringing
us closer to this day.
There is not one day in the future when we welcome the Elohim which is more beautiful than today. The way bringing us
to this day is the most beautiful day.
Every day, every second is bringing us closer to this day, and we cannot procrastinate.
If we do, we would have a terrible life, sad every day and only happy the day the Elohim come. That is terrible. On the opposite,
we must have constant happiness, everyday, as happy as the day they come, and we can do that by having the embassy inside ourselves.
Imagine that tomorrow, we are together at the embassy and the Elohim come, will you be happier, than the day before? No!
Happy to be tomorrow, happy to be next week, happy if it’s happening next year. The same happiness must be inside your
heart, all your life because we are already waiting for the Elohim. I hope everybody here waits impatiently the Elohim as if they
were coming in 2 minutes. Even if it’s after 10 years, it doesn’t matter, the happiness must be inside. We know the truth and each
second brings us closer to their coming.
So do not make the mistake to think ‘I will be happy when the Elohim come’, be happy now, by preparing yourself to welcome them everyday of your life, and start right now.
Another question about the embassy, when the Elohim come and after, will our happiness be finished? We will have no more
goal, no more dream? On the contrary, because of what they teach us, we will all be guiding humanity after, all your friends who
are now sometimes making fun of you, say ‘’ah, you are a UFO believer, you are a little bit crazy, you believe this strange cult
leader’’, when the Elohim come, wow, they will come to you. “Wow, you were right! Please teach us.” Then you will become a
guide for everybody. In fact our mission, our most important mission, will start after the arrival of the Elohim, by bringing the
spiritual message of the Elohim to everybody.
What is this most important spiritual message?
Happiness, without god, Happiness of becoming Elohim ourselves. That is why every day happiness is for you a training
to teach happiness to others after.
The embassy is just one step but our mission is infinite.
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Woman veil ban in France
While the woman veil ban was challenged in France, Maitreya commented on the French law forbidding women to wear a
veil: “no government has the right to say what kind of clothes is legal or not. France in this case does not respect Human Rights
and is not better than some Muslim countries and their clothing police arresting women wearing mini skirts.”

Non Conformity mental illness
According to the newest addition of the DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), nonconformity
and freethinking is a mental illness. The manual that is used by psychiatrists to diagnose mental diseases identifies a new mental
illness called “oppositional defiant disorder” or ODD. Defined as an “ongoing pattern of disobedient, hostile and defiant behavior,” symptoms include questioning authority, negativity, defiance, argumentativeness, and being easily annoyed.
Maitreya commented: “In a world where non conformity and freethinking is considered a mental illness , it is better to be
crazy than a “normal” robot or sheeple...These psychiatrists are the ones who need the most their own medicines...”

Nude photos and pornography
The Lebanese skier Jackie Chamoun, a participant at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, became a social media sensation after
her nation’s Minister of Youth and Sports, Faisal Karame, ordered an investigation by Lebanon’s Olympic Committee over old
photos from an Austrian calendar that showed Chamoun topless in ski gear on a Lebanese ski resort
Maitreya commented: “Nude photos are not pornography, it is art just as the statues in the museums. It’s time to end this
judeo christian guilt about nudity.”

Citizenship competition
In an attempt to attract “specialists of various profiles, entrepreneurs and investors”, Russia’s Ministry of Economic Development have drafted a bill allowing citizenship to foreigners who invest at least 10 million rubles ($285,000) in Russia.
Maitreya commented:
“The competition between nations that I predicted 20 years ago is gaining steam. More and more countries will try to
attract wealthy and creative people in a fierce competition which will offer them nationalities, lower taxes, and eventually tax
free residency and even giving them huge cash . The heavily taxed socialist countries like France and USA will lose their elite of
wealthy and creative people and be progressively poorer and poorer until becoming a new third world . This is a great evolution
promoting individual talent and freedom over socialist leveling bureaucracy and applying the Human Right freedom granting
the right for individual to choose freely where they want to live. People do not belong to their country, countries belong to their
People. This is the final climax of capitalism, before it will inevitably be replace by Paradism,
a communism without money.

“quenelle dieudonesque”
Maitreya is represented here making a ‘quenelle’, a gesture made famous by the French
humorist Dieudonne who describes as a symbol of rebelliousness to the system. maitreya did
this gesture to show his support to Dieudonne who is denied freedom of speech in France.
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New Honorary Guides
Russell Brand for his recent call for a world revolution.
In an interview Russel Brandt expressed his anger at the current situation of the planet. “The planet is being destroyed, we
are creating an underclass, we are exploiting poor people all over the world and the genuine problems of the people are not addressed”

Karen Hudes for her whistleblower actions
Hudes is an Ivy league law school graduate and former senior counsel for the World Bank. Hudes is gaining visibility for her
claims against the world’s bankers, the Vatican and politicians all being in cahoots in order to manipulate financial systems, the
media and more for unscrupulous motives.

Matt Damon for using his big screen influence
toward helping causes that are fully supported by the Raelian Movement. His strike for clean water for all, his fight for
public education, his gall to stand up for ordinary people have all been applauded by Rael, as well as his promotion of Howard
Zinn’s work , especially his recent speech to endorse Zinn’s writing on civil disobedience.

December 13 celebration
Ivory Coast
On December 13, Ivory Coast counted 126 new
members of the Raelian family, 126 who recognized the
Elohim as their Creators.
Surprised by such a high number, I asked Ya Boni,
Ivory Coast National Guide, to explain to us what is going on in his country.
“You are right, something is happening here and I
too have a hard time to explain it. It is true that we have
a highly motivated team that is young and full of dynamism but I believe it is the case also elsewhere.
What is exceptional is the quality of the relationship
we have developed with the media which always answer
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positively to our invitation. 11 media were represented this morning at our press conference on the 40th anniversary of the Raelian Movement. The second national TV channel, TV2, did a 2 minute piece on us this evening during the news show with the
largest audience. You can imagine that my phone hasn’t stopped ringing since then.
There should be quite a few publications in newspapers in the following days.
Another exceptional aspect of our success is receiving the full support of the traditional chiefs, At least 3 chief organizations
of Ivory Coast are ready to welcome the embassy on their land which they offer for free.
After the chiefs of ‘la Marahoué’, about 200 miles from Abidjan, and those from Gbekè, 300 miles from Abidjan, it is the
kingdom of Bonoua located 50 miles from Abidjan, a special guest for our 40th celebration, who has announced that he is ready
to give the land for the Embassy, following the decision of the kingdom council. The support that we receive from the traditional
chiefs is really exceptional. I understand better the recommendations of Maitreya in Accra in 2004 when he said that our best
partners for our mission are the traditional chiefs!
RAEL HOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
ELOHIM HOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Las Vegas
What a 40th Anniversary + Mini but Maxi Happiness Academy we had in Las Vegas, as all the guests concluded with, it was
… speechless, wow, oneness, love, gratitude, orgasmic , inspiring and more ;-)
It has been a 3 day event with to begin on early December 13, a round table sharing of each and every one’s
colorful history to better vibrate with one another as ONE.
At 3pm we welcomed our new brother Paul into the
Family who has done the Transmission of His Cellular Plan
to the Elohim and is now acknowledged by our creators,
not forgetting to mention that for this extraordinary occasion Paul has flown from Seattle.
Many family members came from fare away to celebrate on these 3 days, we had Beatrice from Phoenix, Rudy,
Ivan, Chris R., Trinity, Claus from LA, Riki K., Becki from
Utah, Kelvin, Lukael from Bullhead City, from Las Vegas
Lia, Ouhi, Martin M., John C., Harvey, Jacques S., Chris
L., Edi, Jane and as for the guides we had Ricky, Lara, Jean,
Nadine and myself so the 25 of us had an astonishing time

together …

On this evening we dine together the meal was prepared by Beatrice, Lukael under the supervision of Lia and the embassy
cake offered to us by Jacques S. all was delicious and what an ambiance this evening. Our National Guide Lara came with the idea
to create this evening show with all its participants. It was magical, dance, poem, open hart feeling was shared with in conclusion
all of us singing for the Elohim, what a spectacle ;-)
On December 14 we first look at the latest speech of Maitreya from December 13 Celebration in Okinawa, breathtaking!
Afterward Lara The Magician once again made us cry of joy and laughter, supported by all the guides. It has been a very colorful
day dedicated to self love and happiness. This same evening John C. generously invited us all for dinner in a nearby fancy Japanese
restaurant … Hmmm ;-) So Delicious!
On December 15 we welcomed Beatrice and Paul whom are now part of the Raelian Movement Elohim’s Team Representa-
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tive. The both of them are now accepted as member trainee in the Team.
We closed this 3 day exceptional event with the prayer to the Elohim and the retrospective video of Maitreya’s achievement
for WHO the West Cost Team of the US is eternally thankful for.
On behalf of the team, Dear Maitreya Thank YOU for having accepted this mission 40 years ago and still carrying it on for
us. WE LOVE YOU.
~claude.

Puy de Lassolas
The European Raelians gathered on December 13 at
Puy de Lassolas in France to celebrate the 40th anniversary
of their philosophy and used this opportunity to present a
large peaceful ‘quenelle’ ;)

Raelian Planet
Scientific Raelian
The new web site of the Raelian Science Team is up and running. Its name is SCIENTIFIC RAELIAN and it can be found at:
					http://www.atheistcreationist.org/index.php
Over time, this site will become the repository of all scientific knowledge related to the Raelian Message, a global resource on the
scientific aspects of the Raelian philosophy such as scientific immortality, science of happiness and consciousness, infinity of time
and space, meditation, sensuality, and scientific creation of life.

Quebec city, Canada
On November 19 the Amnesty International chapter of
the law school of Laval University in Quebec City organized
a conference as part of the campaign ‘I like my body, I like my
rights’.
The organizers chose the still very taboo subject of female
circumcision as the theme of this conference.
They invited André Gaumond, a Raelian film maker, to
present his movie “Excision, an evil that still hurts” as well as
Aminata and Habibata, two young women of African origin
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who suffered from excision so that they can testify about what they lived. It has been a very moving evening.
You may see Andre’s movie following this link:
Voir ce lien pour visionner le film : (http://www.andregaumond.com/fr/excision.php).
MON CORPS ! MON DROIT !

International Day against Violence, Canada
On November 24, about 50 Raelians were in the streets behind the Clitoraid’s banner despite the Siberian kind of cold that
hit Quebec at that time. They wanted to support this year again the International Day against Violence done to women. This
silent march took place to the sound of a Tibetan bell in the downtown areas of Quebec City, Montreal and Ottawa, spreading
the warmth of our love on our path.
In Montréal, the local Clitoraid manager, Carmen Neyra outlined the pleasure that we all had to walk with our national
leader Modjé who was beaming to see us all participate to an action aiming at helping the cause that we have at heart.
In Ottawa and Quebec, men also joined the march with the support and smiles of the passer byes who were reading our
banners full of hope for a future which we know is marvelous and for which we were together again thanks to Clitoraid , the
wonderful organization launched by Maitreya Rael to help mutilated women.

York Region trains 65 police officers on World religions and invites Raelian representatives
to present on their values, rituals, and celebrations
December 11, Aurora, ON. Once more, Abbee Corb, PhD in Criminology and Hate Crime from the city of Newmarket
Hate Crime Unit, re-invited Raelian representatives from Toronto to educate a larger unit of 65 police officers (for a full day of
training) on World religions. York Region is considered to be the most diversified region in the entire country and for the second
time, the Raelian philosophy was on center stage to educate the officers about the Raelian symbol and much more.
Recently, the region experienced events that were perceived at first as hate crimes events but when these events were investigated, they found that they were rituals based on religious practices. When people immigrate to a new country, they bring
along their cultural and religious practices and it made sense that those who are policing the region should know about various
religious practices.
One of the presenters spoke on world religions, another was a Muslim representative who spoke about what they are doing
to modify the Sharia to meet Canadian laws. Then a lawyer presented on the legal perspectives when the religious practices go
beyond the law and Patrick Rhein and Diane Brisebois presented
on the Raelian philosophy.
Patrick Rhein, L3 Responsible for Toronto region presented the video of Intelligent Design and introduced the goals of
the Raelian Movement. Then he introduced Diane Brisebois to
speak about the Raelian values, their rituals and celebrations.
When she spoke about the Raelian marriage stating that people
(homosexual, transsexual, heterosexual) could marry for whatever period they wanted, officers laughed with approval and had
lots of great questions. How do you officialise your marriages?
How do people decide what kind of relationships they want to
have? How do you celebrate divorces? Do you mean to say that
Raelians have separations and divorces that do not involved po-
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lice officers? What do you do if your partner doesn’t want to let you go? At some point, even one officer said “How does one
become a member?”
Then a video on the Rehabilitation of the Swastika was presented. The swastika is often misunderstood and this was a big eye
opener and provided a new and fresh perspective about the symbol to these police officers. The swastika is often used in Indian
culture to purify locations. One officer shared this story: “An Indian family was moving into their new house and prior to moving
the night before, they drew a big swastika into their living room windows to ensure their home was pure for moving in. Their
neighbors, a Jewish family seeing the swastika feared the worst, called the police thinking that they were victims of anti-Semitism.
When the police officers visited both families, they quickly realized, the same symbol meant two different things to both families.
They explained this to both families and all was well.”
Education is everything! York Region is a great model for the world to follow in educating their law enforcement teams in
better understanding cultural diversity. As more world cities are faced with similar changes in demographics, it will become more
and more important to educate our populations in understanding others’ culture.
The Raelian presentation lasted 50 minutes in total and the best part was that all they had to do was show up and present.
What a great opportunity! J

Diffusion among prisoners, USA
I wanted to share with you the latest communication I have had with a prisoner . I have been writing to them for so long
(11 years) that they now share with each other and are spreading the Messages within their network in the system.
There are about 7 prison units I have been writing to and the inmates are very sincere and actually kind. Most importantly,
they are interested in our philosophy and want to be in the Movement. I send them each perfumed care packages with all of our
fliers, the Kit for a Harmonious life, the Symbol and usually the first 2-3 chapters of the ID book. I teach them the 7 Meditations
and I give them hope.......no god, no guilt.
I never judge them and offer only love and acceptance. Many ask if they would be allowed to join our movement and of
course I say YES. Only 2 people have gotten out and had their TCP done, but I never give up hope. There are hundreds of prisons
across this country and we might want to start reaching out. Recently Jerry Barker has been writing to prisoners and it is a very
lovely thing to witness.
It would be really fantastic if we could get the book in their Libraries. I have 4 brand new books in my little library I would
be willing to send, but there are so many regulations and red tape. That’s why I copy the chapters at office max.
Live, LOVE, Laugh,
Michele, Guide for Texas
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Tijuana, Mexico
Large billboard
along the ocean in a
very popular area.

Radio show in Puebla, Mexico
On Saturday, November 16, in the morning we received a call from
speaker David Flores and his assistant Esmeralda Pérez ABC Radio inviting the Raelian Movement of Puebla to its program of UFOlogy that is
passed on the same day at 10 in the evening for the States of Puebla, Tlaxcala, and Morelos.
The Guide of Puebla and I wanted to take this opportunity, we went
to the place with much enthusiasm where they were waiting for us. David and Emerald received us very excited and grateful for accepting the
invitation. We were presented as representatives of the most revolutionary
movement that brings a message of demystification from the Elohim aliens
handed over to the last of the prophets Rael.
David gave us an hour to express ourselves and to share our wonderful philosophy, the public began to call to congratulate the program on the major success of inviting the Raelian Movement since
many people did not know about it. Only one person called to tell us that he did not agree, that he was very Catholic and that
God exists.
Also we received the call from alternative medicine promoter inviting us to put a broadcast booth with no cost in its annual
fair from November 20th to 24th. A night of excitement and magic that allowed us to create a revolution in the minds of the
people who listen to us.
Love, Ma. Carmen

Gabon’s team in action
While preparing for the sensual meditation conference we had a
nice show on the radio Africa #1 on October 29 with Ndjala, Elohiz
and Lucifer.
Two days earlier we handed pamphlets on the Tropicana beach of
Libreville
The conference took place on Novemver 2, at the Management
Institute of Libreville.
The themes of this conference were ‘sensual meditation’, melanin’
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and the ‘kamite woman’.
We exchanged with new persons who had never heard about the Raelian Movement before and with sympathizers.
The following day we meditated on the beach with these new persons.
On November 10, we handed pamphlets again for the International Day for Science on the beach of the high school Leon
Mba in LIbreville. It was simply magnificent.
Then again on November 13 for the International Day of Kindness, we went with our pamphlets on the Tropicana beach.
Although the kindness day wasn’t known by most of the people we met, most reacted very y positively mainly with a smile.
There was even a young girl who offered to help with the diffusion , she couldn’t stop talking about it. Kindness was really there.
We also recorded a TV show on November 15 and 18 on « il parait » from TéléAfrica about our actions on The International
Days of Science and Kindness.

Okinawa show
Tony an Okinawa guide appeared on a radio program on December 18th.
The Program name is Daytime Smiley salon.
Caster Smiley Nakahodo the anchor is a Raelian so it was favorable, and the program went very well.
Tony talked about science and the message for 40 minutes.
Smily told that he want to call Tony again on January ( which he did for another great show)

Diffusion in Cambodia
This year I’ve spent a month in Cambodia from Jan14 to Feb13 and It was an extremely busy month of diffusion. This time,
I visited Phom Pehn and Sihanoukville province, the port city and the main tourist destinations for beaches.
I contacted 2 universities in Phnom Penh to give lectures but because students were having exams, the timing was not good
for them to organize such events. So I will follow up and try to find a suitable time. But in any case, I diffused our Message to
the vice-rector of the Buddhist University and the board of director of the Cambodian University.
We also conducted the Minute meditation for peace campaign 10 times and made good contacts. A lot of people joining,
local people, tourists, even monks and they were very enthusiastic and many praised us for doing this to help change the world.
It was so much fun doing this....
We advertised our campaign on radio in Sihanouk ville and spread 300 flyers to a local school and university. We also went
to spread our Message to villages and 3 main temples in the country side.
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We conducted the Minute meditation activity inside the “Killing Fields”, where the Khmer Rouge committed their genocide from 1975-1979. This place has been turned into a national Museum by the government and is one of the main tourist
destinations in Phnom Penh. I met the 3 directors to have permission and
told them that in order to prevent other “killing fields” to happen again, the
only solution is to develop love, compassion and peace and that our goal is to
ask people to give one minute of their time to help save the world by sending
vibrations of peace in the universe, and they agreed to invite us, I was very
excited when they accepted to let us inside the museum.
We sent press releases to the media to advertise our campaign but had
no response.
We organized and advertised a public lecture in Phnom Penh and had 9
new people attending, of which 2 new young boys who are very enthusiastic
and are reading the Message right now. Also three journalists from the Phnom
Penh Post, the most reputable newspaper in Cambodia, joined the lecture and as you know, they are now writing a magazine
article about our Movement to be published this Friday.
We also participated in a radio talk show. It was our first experience and although they were not well organized to conduct
the interview, we advertized many times our website www.rael.org during the 15 min broadcasting and as a result, 10 books in
Khmer have been downloaded that day.
I gave a contract to re-edit “The Maitreya” and “Yes to Human cloning”
in Khmer, these 2 books will be ready in 2 weeks to upload on rael.org. We
are also working on adding the Khmer language on rael.org, that should be
ready within 2 weeks time.
From Feb4, 2013 to Feb3, 2014 exactly 848 Khmer books have been
downloaded and 6 new prospects have registered this year.
I also had a monthly meditation and gathering with the local team (Vichet, Lam Seang, Clement and Sylvain) and we discussed engagement and
philosophy, it was very good and I felt a lot of love and the group more closely
connected to each other.
Today, another journalist from the Post interviewed us and took photos...
Finally, tonight I had dinner with the spokesman deputy director of the Press department of the Office of the Council of
Ministers who is a firm believer in UFO and wants to become a member of the Raelian movement. He said he wants to read
our book. We talked a lot about our philosophy and the movement and he
wanted to know a lot of information about the Embassy and said he will try
to find our Embassy file and give us feedback. He seemed very excited to have
discovered us and already have a place in Cambodia where to build it..:-)
In addition, I met a very smart young man who came to our lecture and
is very happy to have found us. He has already read the first book and is very
excited, he also said he wants to become a member....
I have to admit I am a little exhausted but at the same extremely happy...
What a great mission we have to spread the truth, happiness and love that we
received from our Beloved Prophet.
Daniel
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Clitoraid Australia
tion.

Chrissie has just received word that our application for tax exemption has been granted! It was delayed by the new legisla-

We will hopefully be receiving back the taxes we have paid previously. She is not sure when but it will be several thousand
dollars!
This is fantastic news for us here in Australia and I would like that the efforts and tenacity of Chrissie Moran warmly applauded. She handled all the administrative Clitoraid nightmare here and it is a BIG thing.
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